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Offline Reinforcement Learning

Accommodating Different Data Compositions

Agent’s goal. Achieve competence in a task
● Using a previously-collected dataset
● Without access to further data collection

Advantages.
● Exploits large existing datasets
● Avoids policy deployment (costly and dangerous)

Offline dataset. A set of                      collected from an 
unknown environment

Task: Cooking lasagna
●    : current state sauteed onion in the pan
●    : current action add meat
●    : reward -1 if burnt
●    : next state  onion + meat in the pan

Challenge. Existing methods require either expert or 
uniform coverage data compositions (strong 
requirements).
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Goal. Learning to make decisions from an arbitrary and fixed previously-collected dataset 

without active data collection. The paper addresses two questions:

Question 1. Can we formulate our problem in a way to capture any dataset composition? 

- Yes! By considering the deviation of data distribution and distribution of expert policy. 

Question 2. Is there an algorithm that optimally learns to make decisions, regardless of 

the unknown dataset composition?

- (Almost) yes! Pessimism in the face of uncertainty achieves near-optimal performance,

bridging the expert (imitation learning) and uniform coverage (vanilla offline RL) regimes. 

The paper in 30 seconds
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Imitation learning
Very data efficient
Fast convergence

Vanilla offline RL
Needs a lot of data
Slow convergence

Main Questions
Question 1. Does an offline RL framework exist that captures the entire 
data composition?
- Yes, described by the ratio of target policy distribution over data 

distribution (weakest concentrability definition) denoted by C*.
Question 2. With this framework, is there an algorithm that handles any 
possibly unknown data composition?
- Yes, we consider a pessimism-based algorithm that constructs lower 

confidence bounds on policy quality. 
- We prove that given finite data, the algorithm is near-optimal in 

information-theoretic minimax sense.

Markov Decision Processes

Warm-Up: Multi-Armed Bandits

Contextual Bandits Summary
● Proposed a new framework for studying offline learning problems 

that captures the entire data composition range.
● Proved that regardless of data composition, pessimism achieves 

near-optimal performance.
● Proved that in case the dataset covers expert actions, pessimism 

achieves fast convergence rate analogous to that of imitation 
learning, without having any knowledge of dataset composition.

Setting. Receive stochastic rewards on arms
Goal. Maximize the expected reward sub-optimality

Challenge. Arm with 
the largest expected 
reward fails.

Solution. Pick the arm 
with maximum 
lower confidence bound.
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Setting. Several contexts each with multiple arms
Goal. Minimize expected reward sub-optimality

Challenge. Arm with 
the largest expected
reward fails.

Solution. Pick the arm 
with maximum LCB in 
each context. 
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Setting. A stochastic dynamic environment with dataset
Goal. Maximize the value (expected cumulative rewards) of the learned 
policy.

Approach. We construct lower confidence bounds (LCB) of values by 
subtracting a penalty from rewards, which captures confidence intervals.
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Value-iteration update:

Similar to LCB in bandits, subtract penalty to account for the fluctuations 
in reward and transition estimates:

policy and gap analysis
choosing the wrong action    loss suffered 

policy analysis
choosing the wrong action    maximum loss

value analysis
bounding expectation of penalty

policy sub-optimality
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Analysis Take-Away: Hierarchy of 
Sub-Optimality Surrogates
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